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â€œReaders, meet Ryan Lock â€“ a tough-guy hero for the new age.â€• Gregg Hurwitz, New York

Times bestselling author of Orphan XOver the years, former military bodyguard Ryan Lock has

made more than his fair share of enemies. It was only a matter of time before one of them came

looking for payback . . .A serial rapist brutally murdered inside California's highest-security prison for

women. A frantic gun battle in the middle of downtown Los Angeles. A beautiful, young defense

attorney violently abducted from her office.A series of apparently random events that are anything

but.Someone is hell bent on revenge, and their target's name is Ryan Lock.Praise for the Ryan Lock

series:"This series is ace!" The Bookseller"This is a writer, and a hero, to watch." - Geoffrey

Wansell, The Daily Mail"Black's style is supremely slick." - Jeremy Jehu, The Daily Telegraph
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Ryan Locke is put in a position of fear, fear for his girlfriend when she is kidnapped in a flash of

guns and murder. As the search for her begins, several other things happen that seem to be of too

much a coincidence. Ryan learns that a woman he put in jail, 'Chance', is a client of his girlfriend's



law firm, is this kidnapping his fault?! The action starts with a bang and continues through the whole

story. There are scenes in a prison, outside a courthouse, and on a pier as our hero attempts to

keep everyone happy and safe. This may be the first time Ryan appears vulnerable, however a

girlfriend was killed in his past, which brings him into a horrible,terrifying situation now.This is book 8

in Ryan's series, and is still as good if not better than the first! This story is entertaining, fast-moving,

and a wonderful adventure for all you readers who love a good thriller! Start reading, bet you can't

stop....Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â‰

This is not the first Ryan Lock book I have read and it did not disappoint. Had me from the

beginning, and I now look forward to reading my next Ryan Lock book. Sean Black is a wonderful

writer.

Too many situations requiring decisions from a hero without the means. The author should rethink

his use of this character.

This edge of the seat thriller will keep you guessing until the end. It is like walking a tightrope without

the net!!

Sean Black and Ryan Lock are welcome additions to my favorite authors and their heroes list.

Sean Black does it again! He has an incredible ability write a story that you simply don't want to put

down! His timing for navigating from scene to scene ranks up there with all the Greats! I love to read

his work. Can't wait for the next installment!

Excellent thriller

Kind of like a thunderstorm you can hear rumbling in the distance, but know itÃ¢Â€Â™s headed your

way, and you know it is going to be torrential! Ryan Lock has to deal with a white supremacy group

that has kidnapped his girlfriend, Carmen, and even needs to enlist the aid of the (gasp!) cops. The

question they must solve, is why Carmen was abducted in the first place and what connection there

might be, if any, to the prisoner known as White Queen that Lock had helped to put away years ago.

The story becomes page turning action as he and buddy Ty Johnson go about assembly the puzzle

from the clues they have and devise their plan. You will not believe what Lock is going to be asked



to do to save CarmenÃ¢Â€Â™s life as well as his own. Another terrific read by this author!
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